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A SYSTEM, METHOD AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCT FOR

SCHEDULING A PROCESSING ENTITY TASK

[001] Field of the invention

[002] The present invention relates to an integrated circuit and to method for

scheduling a processing entity task.

[003] Background of the invention

[004] Multiple core systems require an allocation of tasks between multiple cores.

[005] Contemporary system on chips includes multiple cores and peripherals.

Peripherals may be Direct Memory Access engines or Digital Signal Processing

accelerators. Applications on these system on chips are broken to multiple tasks that

can run in parallel on the cores and the peripherals. Usually when a hardware

peripheral completes a job - a software task should be executed in order to process h

the output of the peripheral. For instance, when DMA transfer is complete a

destination buffer should be processed. All these peripherals may generate

interrupts. These interrupts can be sent to a master core, stop the execution flow of

the master core, reduce the efficiency of the system and increase the latency of tasks

the peripheral may release.

[006] Summary of the present invention

[007] The present invention provides a method, a computer program product and a

device as described in the accompanying claims. Specific embodiments of the

invention are set forth in the dependent claims. These and other aspects of the

invention will be apparent from and elucidated with reference to the embodiments

described hereinafter.

[008] Brief description of the drawings

[009] Further details, aspects, and embodiments of the invention will be described,

by way of example only, with reference to the drawings.

[001 0] FIG. 1 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a system;

[001 1] FIG. 2 schematically shows an example of a task data structure;

[0012] FIG. 3 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a method;

[001 3] FIG. 4 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a method;

[0014] FIG. 5 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a method;

[001 5] FIG. 6 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a method;

[001 6] FIG. 7 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a system;

[001 7] FIG. 8 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a method;



[001 8] FIG. 9 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a system;

[0019] FIG. 10 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a method;

[0020] FIG. 11 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a method;

[0021] FIG. 12 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of a method; and

[0022] FIG. 13 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of task data

structures and multiple queues.

[0023] Detailed description of the drawings

[0024] Because the apparatus implementing the present invention is, for the most

part, composed of electronic components and circuits known to those skilled in the

art, circuit details will not be explained in any greater extent than that considered

necessary as illustrated above, for the understanding and appreciation of the

underlying concepts of the present invention and in order not to obfuscate or distract

from the teachings of the present invention.

[0025] In the following specification, the invention will be described with reference to

specific examples of embodiments of the invention. It will, however, be evident that

various modifications and changes may be made therein without departing from the

broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the appended claims.

[0026] It has been found that a peripheral can update a peripheral task completion

indicator that is accessible to a scheduler and that the scheduler can schedule the

execution of a task (to be executed by a processing entity) in response to the value

of the peripheral task completion indicator.

[0027] Multiple processing entity system

[0028] FIG. 1 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of system 11.

[0029] System 11 includes multiple-processing entities such as multiple cores 12,

multiple purpose entity 20, message queues 14 and memory units 19 and 29.

[0030] Each of the multiple processing entities can execute software and especially

can provide task data structures and later on (at a time determined by the multiple

purpose entity 20) can execute a task associated with a task data structure.

[0031] In the example of FIG. 2 , task data structure 400 includes task execution

information 402, task attributes 404, target queue identifier 406, queue starvation

watermark 408, task starvation watermark 410, sorting rule values 412, pre-requisites

indicators 414 and resource requirements indicators 416.

[0032] Task execution information and task attributes 404 includes information that

enables a processing entity to execute a task. They can include instructions, data,



pointers to instructions, pointers to data and the like. Each field can be stored in a

buffer descriptor or point to a buffer descriptor.

[0033] Target queue identifier 406 is used to select queues in which the task data

structure can be sent to. It can be an index (k) that indicates to which pending tasks

queue (out of K pending task queues), to which sorted tasks queue (out of K sorted

tasks queues), and to which running tasks queue (out of K running tasks queues) the

task data structure should be sent to.

[0034] Queue starvation watermark 408 and task starvation watermark 410 are

variables that assist in preventing or at least monitoring after task starvation. Their

role is described in greater detail in relation to FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 .

[0035] Sorting rule values 412 include a value per each sorting rule. Ascending or

descending sorting rules (or other sorting rules) can be applied when sorting task

data structures in sorted queues 18. The sorting can be executed by each scheduling

iteration and head of queue task data structures (task data structures located at the

head of each sorted queue) can be evaluated in order to determine whether they

should be sent to a running tasks queue out of running tasks queues 16.

[0036] Pre-requisites indicators 414 indicate which pre-requisites should be fulfilled

before a task data structure can be moved to a running tasks queue. These pre

requisites can include, for example, a completion of other tasks. These pre-requisites

are known in advance and are typically not responsive to a temporal state of the

system. The pre-requisite indicators 414 can form a vector that can be compared to a

pre-requisite completion data structure such as data structure 30 in order to

determine which pre-requisite is fulfilled. For example, a pre-requisite indicator that is

set to '1' can indicate that the pre-requisite should be fulfilled before the task data

structure can be moved to a running tasks queue.

[0037] Resource requirements indicators 416 indicate which resources (for

example, communication channel, peripheral, memory space, availability of

processing entity) should be available in order to enable an execution of a

task. When all required resources are available and all the pre-requisites are

fulfilled then the task data structure can be moved to a running task queue.

[0038] Multiple purpose entity 20 is adapted to schedule an execution of the

tasks. It can determine when to place task data structure in a running tasks

queue (out of multiple running tasks queues 16) that is accessible by one or

more processing entities.



[0039] Multiple-purpose entity 20 can be a communication controller (such as

but not limited to the Quicc Engine of Freescale) that is configured to perform

the scheduling. It can be prevented from performing non-scheduler tasks

during the scheduling. It can be re-programmed.

[0040] First memory unit 29 can store running tasks queues 16 and message

queues 14. Second memory unit 19 can store pending tasks queues 17,

sorted tasks queues 18 sorting rules 27.

[0041] Pre-requisite completion data structure 30 and resources availability

data structure 9 . Resources availability data structure 9 indicates which

resources are currently available (either a Boolean value- yes or no, or a

value indicative a level of availability, number of free bytes, amount of

available bandwidth, and the like).

[0042] These data structures can be vectors.

[0043] Each message queue (of message queues 14) can be accessed only

by a single processing entity and can be read only by the scheduler, thus

simplifying the reading from and writing to that message queue. A processing

entity can write to a message queue a task data structure or other information.

[0044] A task data structure includes multiple sorting rules values, multiple

pre-requisite indicators and multiple resources requirements. An example of a

task data structure is illustrated in FIG. 2 .

[0045] Multiple purpose entity 20, after receiving such a task data structure,

can remove, during the scheduling of tasks, the multiple pre-requisite

indicators and the multiple resources requirements. These fields can be

regarded as control fields as they assist in controlling the scheduling of these

tasks.

[0046] A processing entity that is associated with the processing entity data

structure can fetch the task data structures and then execute the task

associated with the processing entity data structure.

[0047] The removal of the control fields can be done when the task data

structure is moved from a sorted tasks queue to a running tasks queue or in a

gradual manner. For example, multi-purpose entity 20 can: (i) remove the

multiple pre-requisite indicators when the task data structure is moved to a

sorted tasks queue; and (ii) remove the multiple pre-requisite indicators and



the multiple resources requirements before the task data structure is fetched

by a processing entity.

[0048] Multiple purpose entity 20 can be adapted to determine that a task data

structure is not eligible to move to a running tasks queue that is associated

with a sorted tasks queue if the running tasks queue is full or if at least one

pre-requisite to a provision of the task data structure to the associated running

tasks queue is not fulfilled.

[0049] Multiple purpose entity 20 can sort task data structures within each

sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling iteration, according to multiple

sorting rules values of each of the task data structures. Each sorting rule can

be an ascending sorting rule or a descending sorting rule.

[0050] Each task data structure can include multiple pre-requisite indicators

and multiple purpose entity 20 can be adapted to move the task data structure

to a sorted tasks queue when all pre-requisites identified by the multiple pre

requisite indicators are fulfilled.

[0051] Each task data structure can include multiple resources requirements

and a processing entity can be allowed to fetch the task data structure when

all resources identified by the multiple resources requirements are available.

[0052] Multiple purpose entity 20 can be adapted to send to a single running

task queue a sequence of task data structures that are similar to each other.

[0053] Multiple purpose entity 20 can be adapted to select which element will

perform the scheduling out of a dedicated scheduler and the multiple purpose

entity.

[0054] FIG. 3 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of method

500 for scheduling tasks.

[0055] Method 500 starts by initialization stage 5 10 .

[0056] Stage 5 10 is followed by stage 5 12 of fetching, by a scheduler a

message from a message queue. The message queue can be read by the

scheduler and written by only one processing entity- but this is not necessarily

so.

[0057] Stage 512 is followed by stage 514 of checking if the message includes

a task data structure or not. If not, stage 514 is followed by stage 516 of

performing an operation such as indicating that a pre-requisite has been



fulfilled, changing a state of a required resource (available, not available),

deleting a task data structure and the like.

[0058] If the message includes a task data structure then stage 514 is

followed by stage 520 of placing the task data structure in a pending tasks

queue. The pending tasks queue can be selected by a target queue identifier

of the task data structure.

[0059] Stage 520 can require an allocation of a vacant memory space and

using this vacant memory space to store the task data structure.

[0060] Stage 520 is followed by stage 524 of evaluating whether all pre

requisites for an execution of a task (for example, completion of other tasks

that should be executed before the task) are fulfilled. If the answer is positive

then task data structure can be moved to a sorted tasks queue, as illustrated

by stage 528.

[0061] Alternatively, the task data structure can be moved to the sorted tasks

queue and the data structure is moved from the sorted tasks queue to a

running tasks queue only if all pre-requisites are fulfilled.

[0062] Stage 528 is followed by stage 530 of sorting the task data structures

per sorted tasks queue. If one or more sorted tasks queue are frozen, its task

data structures do not participate in the sorting. A sorted tasks queue can be

temporarily frozen due to a potential task starvation.

[0063] Stage 530 is followed by stage 532 of determining whether to move a

task data structure from a sorted tasks queue to a running tasks queue. The

determination can be responsive to the ability of the running tasks queue to

receive another task data structure (it can be full) or to an availability or

resources for executing the task.

[0064] If the answer is negative (the task data structure can not be moved)

then stage 532 is followed by stage 534 of checking for a potential starvation.

[0065] If a potential starvation occurs or can occur then stage 534 is followed

by stage 536 of preventing the starvation or providing an alert indicative of the

potential (or actual) starvation.

[0066] Else, stage 532 is followed by sending the task data structure to a

running tasks queue and executing it, as indicated by stage 540 and 542.



[0067] FIG. 4 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of method

600 for scheduling processor entity tasks in a multiple-processing entity

system.

[0068] Method 600 starts by initialization stage 6 10 .

[0069] Stage 6 10 is followed by stage 630 of receiving task data structures

from multiple processing entities. A task data structure represents a task to be

executed by a processing entity. An example of a task data structure is

illustrated in FIG. 2 .

[0070] Stage 630 is followed by stage 650 of scheduling an execution of the

tasks by a multiple-purpose entity. The multiple-purpose entity can be a non-

dedicated scheduler - an entity that was not designed as a dedicated

scheduler. It can be a processor, a DMA controller, a communication

controller or other hardware component that has enough computational

resources to perform the scheduling. It is not a core or a processing entity that

is scheduled to execute the tasks. In this sense the scheduling of method 600

can be regarded as an off-core scheduling.

[0071] The multiple-purpose entity can be configured (in advance) to perform

the scheduling. The configuration typically includes loading microcode or a set

of instructions that will enable the multi-purpose entity to perform the

scheduling.

[0072] The multi-purpose entity can be prevented from performing non-

scheduler tasks during the scheduling. This prevention can simplify the

configuration of the multi-purpose entity and can also be imposed by the

amount of computational resources of the multi-purpose entity that are

available (when scheduling) to perform other tasks. Accordingly, method 600

can include stage 690 of preventing the multi-purpose entity from performing

other tasks during the scheduling.

[0073] Stage 630 of receiving task data structures can be simplified by

allowing only a single processing entity to write a task data structure to a

message queue, and allowing only the multiple-purpose entity to read from

the message queue. This single reader single writer configuration eliminates

complex locking or other resource sharing algorithms.



[0074] Stage 650 is followed by stage 680 of executing the scheduled tasks by

processing entities.

[0075] Each task data structure can include multiple sorting rules values,

multiple pre-requisite indicators and multiple resources requirements.

[0076] Stage 650 can include stage 652 of removing the sorting rules values,

the multiple pre-requisite indicators and the multiple resources requirements.

After the removal, the task data structure (that includes task execution

information 402 and task attributes 404) is sent to running tasks queue 16 that

is indicated by target queue identifier 406. Processing entity can then fetch a

task data structure that includes the task execution information 402 and the

task attributes 404. The removal can be executed when a task data structure

is moved from a sorted tasks queue to a ready to run queue.

[0077] Stage 650 can include stage 654 of determining that a task data

structure is not eligible to move to a running tasks queue that is associated

with a sorted tasks queue if the running tasks queue is full, if at least one pre

requisite to a provision of the task data structure to the associated running

tasks queue is not fulfilled or if not all resources identified by resources

requirements (for example resources requirement 4 16 of FIG. 2) are

available.

[0078] Stage 650 can include stage 656 of sorting, during each scheduling

iteration, the task data structures within each sorted tasks queue, according to

the sorting rule values. The scheduling can take into account a group of data

structures that are located at the head of the queue of each sorted tasks

queue. It is noted that method 600 can also include executing scheduled

algorithms that take into account non-head of queue task data structures.

[0079] Stage 656 of sorting can be applied in view of sorting rule values (41 2)

of the task data structures within each sorted tasks queue, and according to

sorting rules. A sorting rule can be an ascending sorting rule or a descending

sorting rule. Using numerical sorting values and allowing the user to

determine these values as well as ascending or descending policies provides

the user a very flexible sorting mechanism.

[0080] A task data structure can be initially generated by one processing entity

and can be executed by the same processing entity or by another processing



entity. One or more queue (for example, running tasks queue, sorted tasks

queue) can be allocated per processing entity, although this is not necessarily

so. For example, the running tasks queues can be shared queues. The

provision of multiple queues and the assignment of tasks queue identifier 406

can enable control of which processing entity will execute which task. This can

enable the user to preserve software affinity (code and data affinity) and core

affinity, for example by generating and sending to a single running tasks

queue (associated with a certain processing entity) a sequence of task data

structures that are similar to each other.

[0081] Method 600 can be executed by a system that includes a dedicated

scheduler (that is not one of the multiple processing entities), and a multiple

purpose entity. In this case stage 6 10 can include selecting which element will

perform the scheduling out of a dedicated scheduler and the multiple purpose

entity. The selection can be responsive to the availability of each of these

resources.

[0082] Any stages of any mentioned above methods can be executed by a

computer (such as a processing entity, a scheduler or both) that executed

instructions. The instructions can be stored in a computer readable medium of

a computer program product. The computer readable medium can store

instructions for: receiving task data structures from multiple processing

entities; wherein a task data structure represents a task to be executed by a

processing entity; and scheduling an execution of the tasks by a multiple-

purpose entity.

[0083] The computer readable medium can store instructions for configuring

the communication controller to perform the scheduling.

[0084] The computer readable medium can store instructions for preventing

multi-purpose entity from performing non-scheduler tasks during the

scheduling.

[0085] The computer readable medium can store instructions for allowing only

a single processing entity to write a task data structure to a message queue,

and allowing only the multiple-purpose entity to read from the message

queue.



[0086] The computer readable medium can store instructions for removing the

sorting rules values, the multiple pre-requisite indicators and the multiple

resources requirements; fetching the processing entity data structure by a

processing entity; and executing the task associated with the processing entity

data structure, by the processing entity.

[0087] The computer readable medium can store instructions for removing the

multiple pre-requisite indicators when the task data structure is moved to a

sorted tasks queue; and removing the multiple pre-requisite indicators and the

multiple resources requirements before the task data structure is fetched by

the processing entity.

[0088] The computer readable medium can store instructions for determining

that a task data structure is not eligible to move to a running tasks queue that

is associated with a sorted tasks queue if the running tasks queue is full or if

at least one pre-requisite to a provision of the task data structure to the

associated running tasks queue is not fulfilled. The group of data structures

comprises a head of queue task data structure per each sorted tasks queue.

[0089] The computer readable medium can store instructions for sorting task

data structures within each sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling

iteration, according to multiple sorting rules values of each of the task data

structures; wherein each sorting rule can be an ascending sorting rule or a

descending sorting rule.

[0090] The computer readable medium can store instructions for moving the

task data structure to a sorted tasks queue when all pre-requisites identified

by the multiple pre-requisite indicators are fulfilled.

[0091] The computer readable medium can store instructions for allowing a

processing entity to fetch the task data structure when all resources identified

by the multiple resources requirements are available.

[0092] The computer readable medium can store instructions for sending to a

single running tasks queue a sequence of task data structures that are similar

to each other.

[0093] The computer readable medium can store instructions for selecting

which element will perform the scheduling out of a dedicated scheduler and

the multiple purpose entity.



[0094] FIG. 13 illustrates task data structures that first include fields 402, 404,

406, 408, 4 10, 4 12, 414 and 4 16 that are sent from message queues 14(1 ) -

14(4) to K pending tasks queues 17(1 )- 17(K), to sorted tasks queues 18(1 ) -

18(K) and finally to running tasks queues 16(1 ) - 16(K). The task data

structures sent to running tasks queues 16(1 ) - 16(K) include fields such as

fields 402 and 404.

[0095] Design process

[0096] FIG. 5 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of method

1100 for designing a multiple processing entity system.

[0097] Method 1100 starts by stage 1110 of receiving information

representative of computational resources of the multiple processor system

and representative of an expected use of the multiple processing entity

element.

[0098] The system can be designed to execute various applications or can be

targeted to different markets. For example, a system can be designed to

operate in either the voice over IP market, video market or wireless base band

station. In the voice over IP market and the video market one or more

computational resources (such as a communication controller) can be

configured to perform off-core scheduling.

[0099] In some markets more computational resources are used in relation to

other markets, and while in some markets a multiple purpose entity has

enough available resources to perform an off-core scheduling algorithm, in

other markets it is not available.

[001 00] Stage 1110 is followed by stage 1120 of determining whether

apply a processing entity based scheduling or to apply a multiple purpose

entity based scheduling. The latter can be selected if it has enough available

computational resources.

[00101] Accordingly, stage 1120 can include determining whether apply

an on-core based scheduling or to apply an off-core scheduling that utilizes

the multiple purpose entity.

[00102] Any stages of method 1100 can be executed by a computer (such as

a processing entity, a scheduler or both) that executed instructions. The instructions

can be stored in a computer readable medium of a computer program product. The



computer readable medium can store instructions for: receiving information

representative of computational resources of the multiple processor system and

representative of an expected use of the multiple processing entity element; and

determining whether to apply a processing entity based scheduling or to apply a

multiple purpose entity based scheduling.

[001 03] The computer readable medium can store instructions for determining

whether to apply an on-core based scheduling or to apply an off-core scheduling that

utilizes the multiple purpose entity.

[00104] Task starvation management

[00105] FIG. 6 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of method

700 for preventing starvations of tasks in a multiple-processing entity system,

according to an embodiment of the invention.

[001 06] Method 700 starts by stage 705 of sorting task data structures within

each sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling iteration, according to multiple

sorting rules values of each of the task data structures.

[001 07] Stage 705 is followed by stage 7 10 of examining, during each

scheduling iteration, an eligibility of each task data structure out of a group of task

data structures to be moved from a sorted tasks queue to a ready for execution tasks

queue.

[00108] The group can include task data structures located at the head of

each queue, wherein these queues can be sorted each scheduling iteration, each

few scheduling iterations, multiple times per scheduling iterations, and the like. One

or more queues can be temporarily frozen and stage 710 can be applied on the non-

frozen queues.

[00109] Stage 710 is followed by stage 720 of updating a value, during each

scheduling iteration, of a queue starvation watermark value of each task data

structure that is not eligible to move to a running tasks queue, until a queue

starvation watermark value of a certain task data structure out of the group reaches a

queue starvation watermark threshold. Stage 720 can include reducing the queue

starvation watermark until it reaches zero, but this is not necessarily so.

[001 10] Stage 720 is followed by stage 730 of generating a task starvation

indication if during an additional number of scheduling iterations; the certain task data

structure is still prevented from being moved to a running tasks queue, wherein the

additional number is responsive to a task starvation watermark.

[001 11] Stage 720 can also be followed by stage 725 of freezing sorted tasks

queues that do not store the certain task data structure or otherwise ignore task data



structures stored in those other sorted tasks queues during the additional number of

scheduling iterations.

[001 12] Stages 725 and 730 can be followed by stage 740 of responding to

the task starvation indication. Stage 740 can include, for example: (i) sending an

interrupt request to at least two processing entities out of the multiple processing

entities of the multiple-processing entity system, (ii) sending an interrupt request to all

the processing entities of the multiple-processing entity system, (iii) sending the task

starvation indication (in an interruptible or in a non-interruptible manner) to at least

one processing entity out of the multiple processing entities of the multiple-

processing entity system.

[001 13] Additionally or alternatively, stage 740 can also include executing one

or more (usually pre-programmed) actions such as resetting a system, re-starting

one or more processing entity, stopping the operational flow of one or more of the

processing entities, sending an alert to a user, taking over (or otherwise freeing) a

resource that was not previously available, unfreezing frozen sorted tasks queues,

and the like.

[001 14] Stage 710 can include determining that a task data structure is not

eligible to move to a running tasks queue that is associated with a sorted tasks

queue if the running tasks queue is full or if at least one pre-requisite to a provision of

the task data structure to the associated running tasks queue is not fulfilled.

[001 15] FIG. 7 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of system

114, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[001 16] System 114 of FIG. 7 can prevent starvations of tasks or otherwise

indicate that a task starvation event occurs. System 114 includes scheduler 2 1 and

multiple processing entities. The scheduler can be a dedicated scheduler or a non-

dedicated scheduler such as multiple-purpose entity 20 of system 11. System 114

also includes various data structures such as but not limited to message queues 14,

pending tasks queues 17, sorted tasks queues 18 and running tasks queues 16.

[001 17] Scheduler 2 1 is adapted to schedule an execution of tasks; wherein

the scheduler is further adapted to: (i) examine, during each scheduling iteration, an

eligibility of each task data structure out of a group of data structures to be moved

from a sorted tasks queue to a ready for execution task; (ii) update a value, during

each scheduling iteration, of a queue starvation watermark value of each task data

structure that is not eligible to move to a running tasks queue, until a queue

starvation watermark value of a certain task data structure out of the group reaches a

queue starvation watermark threshold; and (iii) generate a task starvation indication if



during an additional number of scheduling iterations, the certain task data structure is

still prevented from being moved to a running tasks queue, wherein the additional

number is responsive to a task starvation watermark.

[001 18] Scheduler 2 1 can be adapted to send an interrupt request to at least

two processing entities out of the multiple processing entities of the multiple-

processing entity system in response to the task starvation indication.

[001 19] Scheduler 2 1 can be adapted to send the task starvation indication to

at least one processing entity out of the multiple processing entities of the multiple-

processing entity system.

[00120] Scheduler 2 1 can be adapted to send an interrupt request to all

multiple processing entities of the multiple-processing entity system.

[00121] Scheduler 2 1 can be adapted to determine that a task data structure is

not eligible to move to a running tasks queue that is associated with a sorted tasks

queue if the running tasks queue is full or if at least one pre-requisite to a provision of

the task data structure to the associated running tasks queue is not fulfilled. The

group of data structures comprises a head of queue task data structure per each

sorted tasks queue.

[00122] Scheduler 2 1 can be adapted to sort task data structures within each

unfrozen sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling iteration, according to multiple

sorting rules values of each of the task data structures; wherein each sorting rule can

be an ascending sorting rule or a descending sorting rule.

[00123] Scheduler 2 1 can be adapted to sort task data structures within each

unfrozen sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling iteration, according to multiple

sorting rules values of each of the task data structures; wherein each sorting rule is

either an ascending sorting rule or a descending sorting rule.

[00124] Scheduler 2 1 can be adapted to sort rules indicators that indicate, for

each sorting rule, whether the sorting rule is an ascending sorting rule or a

descending sorting rule.

[00125] Scheduler 2 1 can be adapted to sort task data structures within each

unfrozen sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling iteration, according to

hierarchical sorting rules.

[00126] Any stages of method 700 can be executed by a computer (such as a

processing entity, a scheduler or both) that executed instructions. The instructions

can be stored in a computer readable medium of a computer program product.

[00127] The computer readable medium can store instructions for: examining,

during each scheduling iteration, an eligibility of each task data structure out of a

14



group of data structures to be moved from a sorted tasks queue to a ready for

execution task; updating a value, during each scheduling iteration, of a queue

starvation watermark value of each task data structure that is not eligible to move to

a running tasks queue, until a queue starvation watermark value of a certain task

data structure out of the group reaches a queue starvation watermark threshold; and

generating a task starvation indication if during an additional number of scheduling

iterations, the certain task data structure is still prevented from being moved to a

running tasks queue, wherein the additional number is responsive to a task starvation

watermark.

[00128] The computer readable medium can store instructions for sending an

interrupt request to at least two processing entities out of the multiple processing

entities of the multiple-processing entity system.

[00129] The computer readable medium can store instructions for sending the

task starvation indication to at least one processing entity out of the multiple

processing entities of the multiple-processing entity system.

[00130] The computer readable medium can store instructions for sending an

interrupt request to all multiple processing entities of the multiple-processing entity

system in response to the task starvation indication.

[00131] The computer readable medium can store instructions for determining

that a task data structure is not eligible to move to a running tasks queue that is

associated with a sorted tasks queue if the running tasks queue is full or if at least

one pre-requisite to a provision of the task data structure to the associated running

tasks queue is not fulfilled. The group of data structures can include head of queue

task data structure per each sorted tasks queue.

[00132] The computer readable medium can store instructions for sorting task

data structures within each unfrozen sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling

iteration, according to multiple sorting rules values of each of the task data

structures; wherein each sorting rule can be an ascending sorting rule or a

descending sorting rule.

[00133] The computer readable medium can store instructions for sorting task

data structures within each unfrozen sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling

iteration, according to multiple sorting rules values of each of the task data

structures; wherein each sorting rule is either an ascending sorting rule or a

descending sorting rule.



[00134] The computer readable medium can store instructions for receiving

sorting rules indicators that indicate, for each sorting rule, whether the sorting rule is

an ascending sorting rule or a descending sorting rule.

[00135] The computer readable medium can store instructions for sorting task

data structures within each unfrozen sorted tasks queue, during each scheduling

iteration, according to hierarchical sorting rules.

[00136] Peripheral management

[00137] FIG. 8 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of method

800 for scheduling a processing entity task in a multiple-processing entity system.

[00138] Method 800 starts by stage 805 of initializing a scheduler. This stage

can include powering up a system that includes the scheduler, resetting the

scheduler, providing initializing information to the scheduler and the like.

[001 39] Stages 8 10, 820 and 830 of method 800 can be executed by a

scheduler while some stages can be executed by the peripheral or a processing

entity.

[00140] Method 800 starts by stage 810 of receiving a task data structure

indicative that a pre-requisite to an execution of task to be executed by a processing

entity is a completion of a peripheral task that is executed by a peripheral.

[00141] A peripheral task completion indicator can be updated by the

peripheral once the peripheral task is completed. This update is represented by stage

850 of updating a peripheral task completion indicator by the peripheral once a

peripheral task was completed.

[00142] Stage 810 is followed by stage 820 of accessing the peripheral task

completion indicator by the scheduler.

[00143] Stage 820 is followed by stage 830 of scheduling, by the scheduler,

the task in response to the peripheral task completion indicator.

[00144] Stage 820 can include accessing, by the scheduler, the peripheral

task completion indicator, in a non-interruptible manner.

[00145] Stage 830 of scheduling can be responsive to other information such

as but not limited to at least one processing entity editable pre-requisite indicator. A

task data structure can include, for example, one or more processing entity

responsive pre-requisite indicator such as pre-requisites 416 of FIG. 2 .

[00146] The processing entity responsive pre-requisite indicator can be

updated by the processing entity, either directly or indirectly. For example, a

processing entity that is aware that a certain pre-requisite is fulfilled can instruct the

scheduler to update the scheduler to update the processing entity responsive pre-



requisite indicator, and additionally or alternatively can update the processing entity

responsive pre-requisite indicator itself.

[00147] This update is illustrated by stage 860 of updating a processing entity

responsive pre-requisite indicator.

[00148] The combination of stage 850 and 860 can provide an updating of a

compact pre-requisite completion data structure, wherein a first portion of the

compact pre-requisite completion data structure is accessible by the peripheral and

wherein another portion of the compact pre-requisite completion data structure is

responsive to information provided by at least one processing entity out of the

multiple-processing entity of the multiple-processing entity system.

[00149] The combination of stage 850 and 860 can provide an updating of a

pre-requisite completion vector, wherein a first portion of the vector is accessible by

the peripheral and wherein another portion of the vector is responsive to information

provided by at least one processing entity out of the multiple-processing entity of the

multiple-processing entity system.

[00150] Stage 850 can be preceded by stage 845 of instructing the peripheral

to update the peripheral task completion indicator once the peripheral task is

completed. This instruction can be included in a task that preceded a task that its

data structure is received during stage 810. For example, a processing entity can

execute a certain task (denoted Task_a) that requires a peripheral to execute a

certain peripheral task (Task_a_p). The peripheral can be instructed to update a

peripheral task completion indicator once it completes task_a_p.

[00151] Another task of a processing entity (denoted Task_b) can be executed

only after task_a_p is completed. In this case the scheduler will not schedule the

execution of task_b by that processing entity until the update of the indicator.

[001 52] FIG. 9 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of system

13. System 13 includes: peripheral 23, multiple processing entities such as cores 12,

scheduler 2 1, first memory unit 29 and second memory unit 19 . First memory unit 29

stores message queues 14 and running tasks queues 16. Second memory unit 19

stores pending tasks queues 17, sorted tasks queues 18, at least one peripheral task

completion indicator such as PTCI 32, and at least one processing entity responsive

pre-requisite indicator such as PER 3 1.

[00153] Second memory unit 19 adapted to store a task data structure (such

as task data structure 400) indicative that a pre-requisite to an execution of task to be

executed by a processing entity is a completion of a peripheral task that is executed

by a peripheral. Peripheral 23 updates a peripheral task completion indicator (such



as PTCI 32) once the peripheral task is completed. PTCI 32 is accessible by

scheduler 2 1 . Scheduler 2 1 is adapted to schedule the task (associated with the task

data structure) in response to the peripheral task completion indicator.

[00154] Task data structure 400 includes multiple pre-requisite indicators 414.

Some can point to one or more PTCI 32.

[00155] Scheduler 2 1 can access PTCI in a non-interruptible manner.

[00156] Scheduler 2 1 can schedule a task in response to the peripheral task

completion indicator and in response to at least one processing entity editable pre

requisite indicator.

[00157] One or more peripheral task completion indicators (for example, one

peripheral task completion indicators per peripheral) and one or more processing

entity responsive pre-requisite indicators can be arranged in a compact pre-requisite

completion data structure 30 such as but not limited to a vector. This compact

representation eases memory management and simplifies the multiple pre-requisite

evaluations that are executed per each scheduling iteration over multiple task data

structures. The vector can include multiple bits - a bit per indicator but can also

include multiple bits per indicator. When the indicator has a certain value the

scheduler 2 1 knows that that pre-requisite is fulfilled and that a task data structure

can (once all resources required for that task are available) be executed.

[00158] Accordingly one portion of the compact data structure 30 can be

accessed by peripheral 23 and another portion of the compact pre-requisite

completion data structure is accessible (or otherwise affected from) at least one

processing entity out of the multiple-processing entity of the multiple-processing

entity system. The other portion (30) can be updated by scheduler 21, after the

scheduler 2 1 receives (via a message queue) an instruction to update it from a

processing entity 12.

[001 59] Scheduler 2 1 can move the task data structure from a pending tasks

queue to a ready for execution tasks queue once all pre-requisites to the execution of

the task are fulfilled.

[001 60] Scheduler 2 1 can move the task data structure from the pending tasks

queue to the ready for execution tasks queue before all pre-requisites are fulfilled,

wherein the task data structure is moved to the running tasks queue only after all pre

requisites are fulfilled.

[00161] Scheduler 2 1 can be a multiple purpose entity such as scheduler 20 of

system 11.



[00162] Peripheral 23 can be instructed, by a processing entity that executes a

task, to update the peripheral task completion indicator once the peripheral task is

completed.

[00163] Any stages of method 800 can be executed by a computer (such as a

processing entity, a scheduler or both) that executed instructions. The instructions

can be stored in a computer readable medium of a computer program product. The

computer readable medium can store instructions for: receiving a task data structure

indicative that a pre-requisite to an execution of task to be executed by a processing

entity is a completion of a peripheral task that is executed by a peripheral; wherein

the peripheral updates a peripheral task completion indicator once the peripheral task

is completed; wherein the peripheral task completion indicator is accessible by a

scheduler; and scheduling, by the scheduler, the task in response to the peripheral

task completion indicator.

[00164] The computer readable medium can store instructions for accessing,

by the scheduler, the peripheral task completion indicator, in a non-interruptible

manner.

[001 65] The computer readable medium can store instructions for scheduling

the task in response to the peripheral task completion indicator and in response to at

least one processing entity editable pre-requisite indicator.

[00166] The computer readable medium can store instructions for updating, a

compact pre-requisite completion data structure, wherein a first portion of the

compact pre-requisite completion data structure is accessible by the peripheral and

wherein another portion of the compact pre-requisite completion data structure is

accessible by at least one processing entity out of the multiple-processing entity of

the multiple-processing entity system.

[00167] The computer readable medium can store instructions for updating,

by the scheduler, a pre-requisite completion vector, wherein a first portion of the

vector is accessible by the peripheral and wherein another portion of the vector is

accessible by at least one processing entities out of the multiple-processing entity of

the multiple-processing entity system.

[00168] The computer readable medium can store instructions for moving task

data structure from a pending tasks queue to a ready for execution tasks queue once

all pre-requisites to the execution of the task are fulfilled.

[001 69] The computer readable medium can store instructions for instructing

the peripheral to update the peripheral task completion indicator once the peripheral

task is completed.



[00170] Debugging

[00171] FIG. 10 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of method

900 for debugging a system.

[00172] Method 900 includes stages 99, 912, 914, 916, 918, 919, 920, 922

and 924 that are executed by a scheduler and stages 930, 932, 934, 936, 938, 937,

940, 942, 944 and 946 that are executed by a debugger, a processing entity or both.

[001 73] Stage 9 10 ("start") represents a beginning of a sequence of scheduler

executed stages. The scheduler can not be controlled by the debugger and can be a

multiple purpose entity (also referred to as a non-dedicated scheduler).

[00174] Stage 910 is followed by stage 912 of checking, by the scheduler if a

scheduler control variable (exe_t) indicates that the scheduler should execute a

scheduling iteration or not ("does exe_t equal one?"). Stage 912 can be followed by

stage 916 of executing a scheduling iteration and jumping to stage 914 (if the answer

is positive) or by stage 918 (if the answer is negative) of setting a scheduler status

variable (exe) to a value that indicates that the scheduler does not execute the

scheduling iteration ("set exe to non-run").

[001 75] Stage 9 18 is followed by stage 9 19 of resetting the scheduler control

variable (set exe_t to zero).

[00176] Stage 919 is followed by stage 920 of checking if the scheduler or the

processing entity has changed the value of the scheduler control variable so that the

scheduler can resume executing scheduling iterations. If the answer is positive then

stage 920 is followed by stage 922 of setting the scheduler status variable (exe) to

"run" and jumping to stage 916. Else, stage 920 is followed by itself.

[00177] Stage 930 (start) is followed by stage 932 of determining whether

there is a need to debug. If the answer is negative stage 932 is followed by itself.

Else (if there is a need to debug) stage 932 is followed by stage 940 of affecting (for

example stopping) the execution flow of the processing entities.

[001 78] Stage 940 is followed by stage 934 of checking if the scheduler status

variable indicates that the scheduler operates in a normal mode (exe=run) or not. If

that answer is positive then stage 934 is followed by stage 936 of setting the

scheduler control variable (exe_t) to one - indicating that the scheduler should not

execute another scheduling iteration. If the answer is negative (exe indicates that the

scheduler is already in a "non-run" state) then stage 934 is followed by stage 938 of

debugging.

[001 79] Stage 936 is followed by stage 937 of checking if the scheduler status

variable indicates that the scheduler operates in a normal mode (exe=run) or not. If



the answer is positive, stage 937 is followed by itself, else - it is followed by stage

938.

[001 80] Stage 938 of debugging is followed by stage 942 of setting the

scheduler control variable (exe_t) to one.

[00181] Stage 942 is followed by optional stage 944 of checking if the

scheduler status variable indicates that the scheduler is running or not ("exe = run?").

[00182] Stage 944 is followed by stage 946 of ending the process.

[00183] FIG. 11 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of

method 1000 for debugging a system.

[00184] Method 1000 can start by stage 1010 and 1020.

[00185] Stage 1010 includes controlling, by a debugger, an execution flow of a

processing entity. The debugger is prevented from directly controlling an execution

flow of a scheduler. Stage 1010 can include controlling the execution flow of more

than one processing entity and even of all processing entities of a multiple

processing entity system.

[001 86] The controlling of the execution flow can include, for example,

stopping the execution of instructions, freezing the system, executing one or more

instructions at a time, and the like.

[00187] Stage 1010 can include stopping an execution flow of multiple

processing entities by utilizing JTAG interfaces (also known a JTAG controllable

interfaces) of the multiple processing entities, or requesting, by the debugger, a first

processing entity to control an execution flow of other processing entities.

Accordingly, the debugger can communicate directly with multiple processing entities

or communicate with one or more processing entities that in turn communicate with

one or more other processing entities.

[00188] Stage 1020 includes setting, by the debugger or by the processing

entity, a value of a scheduler control variable accessible by the scheduler.

[001 89] Stage 1020 is followed by stage 1030 of determining, by the

scheduler, an execution flow of the scheduler in response to a value of the scheduler

control variable.

[00190] Stage 1030 can include stage 1032 of checking, by the scheduler, the

value of the scheduler control variable before each scheduling iteration. Thus, if the

scheduler control variable indicates that the scheduler should not execute the next

scheduling iteration the scheduler can stop. Thus, the scheduler can be controlled

without a dedicated debugger but rather controlled in an indirect manner.



[001 9 1] Method 1000 can also include stage 1040 of setting, by the scheduler,

a value of a scheduler status variable.

[001 92] Stage 1040 can be followed by stage 1050 of debugging, by the

debugger, at least the processing entity, in response to a value of a scheduler status

variable set by the scheduler.

[00193] FIG. 12 schematically shows an example of an embodiment of system

112. System 112 includes debugger 40, scheduler 2 1 and at least one processing

entity such as core 12.

[001 94] Debugger 40 can debug processing entities 12 but not scheduler 2 1 .

Scheduler 2 1 can be a multiple purpose entity such as multiple purpose entity 20 of

FIG. 1.

[00195] Debugger 40 can control an execution flow of the processing entity but

is not adapted to directly control an execution flow of scheduler 2 1. In other words,

debugger 40 can debug processing entities 12 but can not debug scheduler 2 1 . It

may even not be capable of directly accessing scheduler 2 1 .

[00196] Debugger 40, and additionally or alternatively, processing entity 12

are adapted to update a value of a scheduler control variable (such as exe_t 26) that

is accessible by scheduler 2 1.

[001 97] Scheduler 2 1 is adapted to determine an execution flow of scheduler

2 1 in response to a value of the scheduler control variable.

[001 98] Scheduler 2 1 can also set a value of a scheduler status variable (such

as exe 25).

[001 99] Scheduler 2 1 can check the value of the scheduler control variable

before each scheduling iteration.

[00200] Debugger 40 is adapted to control the execution flow of multiple

processing entities.

[00201] Debugger 40 can stop the execution flow of multiple processing

entities by utilizing JTAG interfaces of the multiple processing entities.

[00202] Debugger 40 can request, a first processing entity (out of cores 12) to

control an execution flow of other processing entities.

[00203] Debugger 40 can debug, at least the processing entity, in response to

a value of a scheduler status variable set by scheduler 2 1 . If, for example the

variable indicates that the scheduler 2 1 is running in its normal mode (exe = run) then

the debugger can determine to wait until scheduler 2 1 changes its state to a

debugging mode (exe = non-run) before debugging processing entities 12.



[00204] Any stages of method 900, method 1000 or a combination thereof can

be executed by a computer (such as a processing entity, a scheduler or both) that

executed instructions. The instructions can be stored in a computer readable medium

of a computer program product. The computer readable medium can store

instructions for: controlling, by a debugger, an execution flow of a processing entity;

wherein the debugger is prevented from directly controlling an execution flow of a

scheduler; setting, by the debugger or the processing entity, a value of a scheduler

control variable accessible by the scheduler; and determining, by the scheduler, an

execution flow of the scheduler in response to a value of the scheduler control

variable.

[00205] The computer readable medium can store instructions for setting, by

the scheduler, a value of a scheduler status variable.

[00206] The computer readable medium can store instructions for checking, by

the scheduler, the value of the scheduler control variable before each scheduling

iteration.

[00207] The computer readable medium can store instructions for controlling

the execution flow of multiple processing entities by the debugger.

[00208] The computer readable medium can store instructions for stopping the

execution flow of multiple processing entities by utilizing JTAG interfaces of the

multiple processing entities.

[00209] The computer readable medium can store instructions for requesting,

by the debugger, a first processing entity to control an execution flow of other

processing entities.

[00210] The computer readable medium can store instructions for debugging,

by the debugger, at least the processing entity, in response to a value of a scheduler

status variable set by the scheduler.

[0021 1] Any combination of any methods out of methods 500, 600, 700, 800,

900, 1000 and 110 can be provided.

[00212] Any combination of any stages of any method out of methods 500,

600, 700, 800, 900, 1000 and 110 can be provided.

[00213] A computer program product can include a computer readable

medium that stores instructions for executing any methods out of methods 500, 600,

700, 800, 900, 1000 and 110 can be provided.

[00214] A computer program product can include a computer readable

medium that stores instructions for executing any combination of any stages of any

method out of methods 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000 and 110 can be provided.



[00215] Any combination of any systems out of systems 11, 13, 112 and 114

can be provided.

[00216] Any combination of any components of any system out of systems 11,

13, 112 and 114 can be provided.

[00217] Conveniently, the systems out of systems 11, 13, 112 and 114 are

integrated circuits such as but not limited to system on chip integrated circuits.

[00218] Although the invention has been described with respect to specific

conductivity types or polarity of potentials, skilled artisans appreciate that conductivity

types and polarities of potentials may be reversed.

[00219] Furthermore, those skilled in the art will recognize that boundaries

between the functionality of the above described operations are merely illustrative.

The functionality of multiple operations may be combined into a single operation,

and/or the functionality of a single operation may be distributed in additional

operations. Moreover, alternative embodiments may include multiple instances of a

particular operation, and the order of operations may be altered in various other

embodiments.

[00220] Thus, it is to be understood that the architectures depicted herein are

merely exemplary, and that in fact many other architectures can be implemented

which achieve the same functionality. In an abstract, but still definite sense, any

arrangement of components to achieve the same functionality is effectively

"associated" such that the desired functionality is achieved. Hence, any two

components herein combined to achieve a particular functionality can be seen as

"associated with" each other such that the desired functionality is achieved,

irrespective of architectures or intermedial components. Likewise, any two

components so associated can also be viewed as being "operably connected," or

"operably coupled," to each other to achieve the desired functionality.

[00221] In addition, the invention is not limited to physical devices or units

implemented in non-programmable hardware but can also be applied in

programmable devices or units able to perform the desired device functions by

operating in accordance with suitable program code. Furthermore, the devices may

be physically distributed over a number of apparatuses, while functionally operating

as a single device.

[00222] However, other modifications, variations, and alternatives are also

possible. The specifications and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an

illustrative rather than in a restrictive sense.



[00223] In the claims, any reference signs placed between parentheses shall

not be construed as limiting the claim. The word 'comprising' does not exclude the

presence of other elements or steps from those listed in a claim. Moreover, the terms

"front," "back," "top," "bottom," "over," "under" and the like in the description and in the

claims, if any, are used for descriptive purposes and not necessarily for describing

permanent relative positions. It is understood that the terms so used are

interchangeable under appropriate circumstances such that the embodiments of the

invention described herein are, for example, capable of operation in other

orientations than those illustrated or otherwise described herein.

[00224] Furthermore, the terms "a" or "an," as used herein, are defined as one

or more than one. Also, the use of introductory phrases such as "at least one" and

"one or more" in the claims should not be construed to imply that the introduction of

another claim element by the indefinite articles "a" or "an" limits any particular claim

containing such introduced claim element to inventions containing only one such

element, even when the same claim includes the introductory phrases "one or more"

or "at least one" and indefinite articles such as "a" or "an." The same holds true for

the use of definite articles. Unless stated otherwise, terms such as "first" and

"second" are used to arbitrarily distinguish between the elements such terms

describe. Thus, these terms are not necessarily intended to indicate temporal or

other prioritization of such elements. The mere fact that certain measures are recited

in mutually different claims does not indicate that a combination of these measures

cannot be used to advantage.



WE CLAIM

1. A method (800) for scheduling a processing entity task in a multiple-

processing entity system, the method (800) comprises initializing (805) a scheduler;

the method is being characterized by:

receiving (810) a task data structure indicative that a pre-requisite to an execution of

task to be executed by a processing entity is a completion of a peripheral task that is

executed by a peripheral; wherein the peripheral updates a peripheral task

completion indicator once the peripheral task is completed; wherein the peripheral

task completion indicator is accessible by the scheduler; and

scheduling (830), by the scheduler, the task in response to the peripheral task

completion indicator.

2 . The method (800) according to claim 1 comprising accessing, by the

scheduler, the peripheral task completion indicator, in a non-interruptible manner.

3 . The method (800) according to any of the preceding claims comprising

scheduling the task in response to the peripheral task completion indicator and in

response to at least one processing entity responsive pre-requisite indicator.

4 . The method (800) according to any of the preceding claims comprising

updating, a compact pre-requisite completion data structure, wherein a first portion of

the compact pre-requisite completion data structure is accessible by the peripheral

and wherein another portion of the compact pre-requisite completion data structure is

accessible by at least one processing entity out of the multiple-processing entity of

the multiple-processing entity system.

5 . The method (800) according to any of the preceding claims comprising

updating, by the scheduler, a pre-requisite completion vector, wherein a first portion

of the vector is accessible by the peripheral and wherein another portion of the vector

is accessible by at least one processing entities out of the multiple-processing entity

of the multiple-processing entity system.

6 . The method (800) according to any of the preceding claims, comprising

moving a task data structure from to ready for execution task queue once all pre

requisites to the execution of the task are fulfilled.

7 . The method (800) according to any of the preceding claims comprising

scheduling (830) the processing entity by a multiple-purpose entity that is disabled

from performing a non-scheduler task during the scheduling of the processing entity

task.



8 . The method (800) according to any of the preceding claims comprising

instructing (845) the peripheral to update the peripheral task completion indicator

once the peripheral task is completed.

9 . The method (800) according to any of the preceding claims wherein the

processing entity is a core.

10. A multiple-processing entity system (13) comprising:

a memory unit (29) adapted to store a task data structure indicative that a pre

requisite to an execution of task to be executed by a processing entity is a

completion of a peripheral task that is executed by a peripheral (23); wherein the

peripheral updates a peripheral task completion indicator once the peripheral task is

completed; wherein the peripheral task completion indicator is accessible by a

scheduler; and

a scheduler (21), adapted to schedule the task in response to the peripheral task

completion indicator.

11. The system ( 13) to claim 10 wherein the scheduler is adapted to access the

peripheral task completion indicator, in a non-interruptible manner.

12. The system (13) to any claim of claims 10 - 11 wherein the scheduler is

adapted to schedule the task in response to the peripheral task completion indicator

and in response to at least one processing entity responsive pre-requisite indicator.

13. The system (13) to any claim of claims 10 - 12 adapted to update a compact

pre-requisite completion data structure, wherein a first portion of the compact pre

requisite completion data structure is accessible by the peripheral and wherein

another portion of the compact pre-requisite completion data structure is accessible

by at least one processing entity out of the multiple-processing entity of the multiple-

processing entity system.

14. The system (13) to any claim of claims 11- 13 wherein the scheduler is

adapted to update a pre-requisite completion vector, wherein a first portion of the

vector is accessible by the peripheral and wherein another portion of the vector is

accessible by at least one processing entities out of the multiple-processing entity of

the multiple-processing entity system.

15. The system (13) to any claim of claims 11- 14 wherein the scheduler is

adapted to move the task data structure from a pending task queue to a ready for

execution task queue once all pre-requisites to the execution of the task are fulfilled.

16. The system (13) to any claim of claims 11- 15 wherein the scheduler is a

multiple-purpose entity (20) that is disabled from performing a non-scheduler task

during the scheduling of the processing entity task.



17. The system (13) to any claim of claims 11- 16 wherein a processing entity is

adapted to instruct the peripheral to update the peripheral task completion indicator

once the peripheral task is completed.

18. The system ( 13) to any claim of claims 11- 17 wherein the processing entity is

a core.

19. A computer program product comprising a computer readable medium that

stores instructions for:

receiving a task data structure indicative that a pre-requisite to an execution of task

to be executed by a processing entity is a completion of a peripheral task that is

executed by a peripheral; wherein the peripheral updates a peripheral task

completion indicator once the peripheral task is completed; wherein the peripheral

task completion indicator is accessible by a scheduler; and

scheduling, by the scheduler, the task in response to the peripheral task completion

indicator.

20. The computer program product according to claim 19 comprising instructions

for accessing, by the scheduler, the peripheral task completion indicator, in a non-

interruptible manner.

2 1. The computer program product according to any claim of claims 19-1 6

comprising instructions for scheduling the task in response to the peripheral task

completion indicator and in response to at least one processing entity responsive

pre-requisite indicator.

22. The computer program product according to any claim of claims 19-16

comprising instructions for updating, a compact pre-requisite completion data

structure, wherein a first portion of the compact pre-requisite completion data

structure is accessible by the peripheral and wherein another portion of the compact

pre-requisite completion data structure is accessible by at least one processing entity

out of the multiple-processing entity of the multiple-processing entity system.

23. The computer program product according to any claim of claims 19-1 6

comprising instructions for updating, by the scheduler, a pre-requisite completion

vector, wherein a first portion of the vector is accessible by the peripheral and

wherein another portion of the vector is accessible by at least one processing entities

out of the multiple-processing entity of the multiple-processing entity system.

24. The computer program product according any claim of claims 19-16,

comprising instructions for moving task data structure from a pending task queue to a

ready for execution task queue once all pre-requisites to the execution of the task are

fulfilled.



25. The computer program product according to any claim of claims 19-16

comprising instructions for instructing the peripheral to update the peripheral task

completion indicator once the peripheral task is completed.

26. The computer program product according to any claim of claims 19-1 6

wherein the processing entity is a core.
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